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Look out for your unit resource

guides on the Student Portal

featuring your journal,

Economic Review.

Username: dsfcstudent

Password: DSFC2122#online

I F  Y O U  W O U L D  L I K E  A N Y  H E L P  F I N D I N G  O R  U S I N G  Y O U R

R E S O U R C E S ,  J U S T  A S K  R A C H E L

All of these resources

can be borrowed from

the Library.  Search your

Online Library

Catalogue to find even

more for economics,

study skills, careers,

wellbeing and fiction.

Find out what

specific skills

you need to do

well in

Economics and

revise each of

your units.

Develop your interests

and independent

learning skills by

reading around your

subject.



All of these resources

can be borrowed from

the Library.  Search your

Online Library

Catalogue to find even

more for biology, study

skills, careers, wellbeing

and fiction.

Find out what

specific skills

you need to do

well in Biology

and revise each

of your units

with your study

guides.

Data and response exam-style questions: how the

material provided in an accompanying article on house

prices and income could appear in the format of an A-level

examination. February 2021 issue.

Demand and supply: summarises central aspects of these

two key concepts in economics. April 2021 issue.

Quantitative skills: getting diagrams right: being able to

draw correct diagrams under exam conditions is an

important way of demonstrating to the examiners that you

have conquered this vital skill. This shows how to avoid

some common errors. April 2021 issue.

Writing an economics essay: being able to write good

economics essays is an important skill that you need to

develop during your A-level studies. April 2018 issue.

Find the latest issue

of Economic Review

on the journals

spinner and past

issues shelved with

the economics

books.

 

Recurring Features: look out for the practice

questions that often appear in articles.

What is a market? Discusses different types of markets

and how institutions can help improve their efficiency. This

article supports your study of markets; competition;

monopoly; demand; supply; and externalities. April 2021

issue.

Exploring economic growth: growth in the economy

matters for everyone - individuals, businesses, charities

and the government. This examines types of economic

growth. This article supports your study of

macroeconomics; growth; GDP; income; consumption;

output; and wellbeing. April 2021 issue.

Sport and Covid-19: exploring the economic impact of

cancellations: as sports matches and competitions

across the world are cancelled because of the Covid-19

pandemic, you might think it's only the players and fans

who were affected, but this article discusses the wider

economic impacts. This article supports your study of CGP;

consumption; exports; multiplier effect; willingness to pay;

productivity; and wellbeing. September 2020 issue.


